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Dear members and friends of sustainable
construction.
2019 was the year in which sustainable
construction made a step forward.
Naturally, SKGBC was instrumental in
setting this trend. We are one of the most
agile
civic
organizations
in
the
construction industry. We are a renowned
organization and in the last nine years, we
have been able to establish a strong
brand. Our member base of high quality
and diversity has been generating a
budget which has allowed us to organise
well-established and positively perceived
events
on
the
current
topics
of
sustainability,
decarbonisation,
and
energy efficiency.
We have tested our events and are very grateful for the overall positive feedback
on the high quality of our events - from the point of view of content and
organisation.
Or organization unites people from various sectors and our
member companies support sustainability by their innovative approach and
targeted activities on the market.
The year of 2019 introduced the need for reducing the climate change impacts
and ensuring sustainability. Our key topics are climate change, healthy interior
environment, healthy living, renovation of public buildings and schools, and
specialised education of secondary school students. We prepared activities for
each of the topics and organised business breakfasts, specialised seminars, and
education programmes.
At the end of 2019, there were several major events, supporting the urgent need
for immediate action.
European Clean Environment Forum, COP25 and the
European Green Deal confirmed that it is necessary to introduce complex
changes, adaptation measures and process changes focusing on innovations and
trends in all sectors. Our way is the way of sustainability towards carbon
neutrality, as planned in international strategies - by 2050. In our sector of
construction, we consume 40% of total energy consumed and produce 36% of all
the CO2 emissions. It is our common job to reduce these negative values. We will
continue on this path in 2020 and the years to come.
The COVID-19 outbreak represented a major change in our lives. I believe the
construction sector is resilient and flexible enough to work on how to achieve the
sustainability and carbon neutrality goals while dealing with the current
challenges.
Based on our activity and reactions thereto, I can say that we have had a
successful year. We started great cooperation, reaching to a large target group in
order to introduce our mission. The high number of attendees at our events is a
proof that the expert public is looking for new approaches and processes to
healthier and more sustainable constructions, available to all.

PAVOL KUKURA

CHAIRMAN OF BOARD
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KEY EVENTS

20
events

+1260
attendees

In the last year, we hosted 20 events, 12 of which under the
patronage of SKGBS and 8 of which and 8 of which in
cooperation with major organisations - with the total
number of more than 1,260 visitors. We prepared business
breakfasts, discussions, evening clubs, educational
excursions, and partner events. The growing interest in and
prestige of our events is proven by the fact that we are
being invited to expert conferences, seminars and
educational events. The SKGBC are being invited to
introduce themselves and share their experience, know-how,
and present their companies.
At the end of September, we organised the Green Building
Week for the ninth time in a row. We organised 6 events,
welcoming more than 180 experts in green constructions
and more than 630 secondary school students.

The company of Climaport gave an air conditioning system to the
winning schools at the Green Day event, while the company of HB
Reavis gave them 10 sensors for interior air quality monitoring and
a trip to Energoland Slovenské elektrárne.

We celebrated the 9th anniversary of the Slovak
market at the traditional Green Business Club,
dedicated to the topic of climate changes, support of
common efforts to introduce specific measures, and
introducing the MANIFEST 2020 initiative, joined by a
brief discussion.

+600
students

180
experts

We have been co-organising the international expert conference of
Sustainability in Architecture and Construction for the sixth year in
a row, with the event focusing on search for new ways in adapting
buildings to the climate change.
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We awarded the VISIO 2020 award to this year’s winner renovation of Poštová offices in Žilina.

Educating
the Public
and Awareness

We announced the young sustainability ambassadors.
Programme for specialised education of secondary school
students. More than 220 students of Bratislava secondary
schools joined the pilot project of Sustainability
Ambassadors for the school year of 2018/2019

We started the project of SMARTER Finance for Families,
introducing the Green Homes & Green Mortgage programme, a
joined programme of 17 expert organisations from all over
Europe and with support of the European Commission.
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DEVELOPMENT OF MEMBER BASE
The support of the idea of sustainable construction was
the main motivation of six companies establishing the
Slovak Green Building Council (SKGBC) - Arch. Design
Slovakia, Elektrodesign, Ventilátory, Knauf Insulation,
PBA International, REDESIGN, and Traficon Slovakia.
The civic association was registered with the Ministry of
the Interior of the SR on 22nd November 2010, with the
first member meeting being held in May 2011. Over the
years, we became the main propagator and ambassador
of the idea of sustainable construction in Slovakia.

As far as the company size of the member base
structure goes - which is the base for calculating the
membership fee for the SKGBC - most of them are small
companies with up to 25 employees. There are 39 of
them. There are no companies with up to 50 employees
among the current members of the SKGBC and there are
7 member companies with more than 50 employees.
This category includes 4 companies as affiliated
members.
From the point of view of categorizing the members
based on their business activities, most of them are
active in counselling, certification, and education - more
than 13 members. The second most common category
are developers, while material producers are the third
most common
one.

The number of members keeps growing. Over the year,
we welcomed 9 new members to the SKGBC,
representing a y/y growth of 6%. As of 31.03.2020, the
Slovak Green Building Council has 50 members. There
are 13 founding members, 33 full members and four
affiliated members.

Y/Y growth of new members
by 6%.

SKGBC MEMBER COUNT DEVELOPMENT
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MEMBER COMPANIES BY SIZE

up to 25 employees
up to 50 employees
more than 50 employees
affiliated member

MEMBER STRUCTURE

Architect
Developer
Electro
HVAC
Lighting
Counselling and Certification
Legal and Financial Services
Builder
Material Producer
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SKGBC EVENTS
NETWORKING EVENTS

Number of participants

By means of its activities, the Slovak Green Building
Council supports the awareness of green buildings and
sustainable construction. The regular events of Green
Business Club, Green Business Breakfast, Green Business
Tour, conferences, and expert seminars are venues of
sharing experience and introducing new and innovative
solutions in the area. SKGBC is a regular attendee at the
Sustainability in Architecture and Construction
conference, being a stable part of the organisation
team. We have been organising the Green Day event for
secondary school and high school students, which is
held in the end of the Green Building Week in Slovakia.

Green Business
Weak - opening

Anniversary
Business Club

Member Meeting

Then, the members voted on the board members for
2019-2021. The board members elected their chairman,
deputy chairman, treasurer, and the SKGBC executive
committee. Pavol Kukura was elected the chairman,
Peter Robl the deputy chairman, and Rastislav Badalík
the treasurer. The executive committee will operate as
a body of these three members. After the successful
election, the programme commenced with discussion.
The guests were interested in the topic of Green
Product Database. Many members participated in the
discussion.

Number of participants

Green Business
Breakfast 2x

Green Business
Seminar

Green Business
Tour 2x

Sustainability in
architecture and
construction

STUDENT EVENTS

Number of participants

On 28th May 2019, representatives of the member
companies of the SKGBC met at a member meeting in
the building of the Faculty of Architecture of the Slovak
Technical University in Bratislava. 18 guests were
present. Among them were 15 representatives of
member companies with a vote (out of 45 members
with voting rights). The programme started with
summing up the activities of the association since the
last member meeting, followed by introducing the plan
of events for the upcoming months, specifying what
target groups the SKGBC focuses on and what tools it
uses to maximize its effect at supporting awareness on
the proposed topics.

SPECIALISED EVENTS

Green Day

Sustainability Ambassadors
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Green Building Week
For the ninth time in a row, we organised the Green
Building Week at the end of September, with its main
motto being “Together for ecological, healthy and
climate resilient environment for all.” The goal of the
campaign was to support new procedures and ways to
reduce carbon emissions (CO2) produced by buildings.
The latest research indicates that houses and other
constructions create as much as 39 percent of global
carbon energy emissions. 11 percent of that is being
released during the construction and 28 percent during
the operation phase, at heating, or cooling.

The experts discussed the topics of right lighting,
ventilation and acoustics in a “healthy building” as
presented in the School of Public Health study (Harvard
2018) at the second Green Business Breakfast.

The Green Building Week was opened during the Green
Business Club, with the attendees being the Magistrate
of the Capitol of the SR Bratislava, SKGBC members,
commercial chambers, interest associations, and
companies focusing on sustainability, renewal and
protection of environment.

We thank our partners:

The peak of the Green Building Week was the festival of
sustainability for students named Green Day. There
were more than 630 secondary school students present.
As part of the programme, there was the introduction of
the education project and contest for secondary school
students named Sustainability Ambassadors.

As part of the Green Building Week, we held the
traditional Green Business Breakfast event, dealing with
the topic of How Will We Live in Future? (green living,
wooden constructions and sustainability). As a part of
the business breakfast, there was a panel discussion.
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Green Business Club
Green Business Club hosted the introduction of the
Green Building Week in Slovakia. The Slovak Green
Building Council introduced news it planned. The
SKGBC executive director introduced the topic of green
buildings. The SKGBC chairman of board said that
despite the topic of green buildings and their usefulness
being discussed for a longer time, there is only one
certified residential project and one pre-certified one in
Slovakia.
Ingrid Konrad with the Magistrate of the capitol of SR
Bratislava gave a brief speech. Then, Marián Hlavačka
with CORWIN and Katarína Niňajová with PSS gave their
speeches. Among the participants, there were
representatives of the municipal parliament, SKGBC
members, commercial chambers, interest associations,
and organisations focusing on sustainability, renewal
and protection of the environment. The event
commenced with presenting the awards for secondary
schools participating in the Green Day project. Thanks
to our supporters of the private sector, the SKGBC was
able to present interesting prices to three of the
participating secondary schools.

Anniversary Green Business Club
The most popular event of all the SKGBC events in
terms of attendees was Green Business Club held at the
occasion of the 9th anniversary of the civic association
in Slovakia. The event was held in the second half of
January 2020 in the Berlinka café in Bratislava, with 120
guests present. The topics were climate change, support
of effort to implement specific measures and
introduction of the MANIFEST 2020 initiative, concluded
by a brief discussion. The event was held in cooperation
with the Institute for Passive Houses (iEPD) and the
Buildings for Future platform, which are partner
organisations of SKGBC.
In the beginning, we thanked them for our years of
cooperation and support when working towards
common goals, and presented the planned activities for
2020. We also welcomed new council members.
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We were privileged to welcome honoured guests, like
Peter Beňuška, chief architect of the European
Commission, who stressed the activities of the Slovak
Green Building Council in Slovakia and praised the
direction of our construction businesses and our laws in
his speech. He believes that in the future, there will be
more green public buildings - buildings of the regional
municipalities or state buildings.
Then, the initiators hosted a discussion to Manifest
2020. Discussion members were Peter Beňuška with the
European Commission, Ingrid Konrad with the
Magistrate of the Capitol of the SR Bratislava, Pavol
Kukura with SKGBC, Matej Siebert with SIEBERT+TALAŠ,
Martin Stohl with HB Reavis, and Ivan Šimovič with
LAUFEN SK. The participants agreed that the
responsibility lies with the architects, construction

engineers, the investors and developers, but also private
clients to build houses, towns and infrastructure which
would be inseparable parts of constantly renewing and
sustainable system.
Therefore, the initiative of MANIFEST 2020 was
introduced, connecting and motivating the construction
sector players to support the change of approach
towards designing buildings and city planning with
minimal impact on the environment. The goal is to
support climate change moderation together.
We thank our partner:
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Green Business Breakfast
In the previous period, the SKGBC organised two Green
Business Breakfasts. We focused on interesting
specialised topics there.

How Will We Live in the Future
We dedicated the first Green Business Breakfast as part
of the Green Building Week to the topic of How Will We
Live in the Future. The event was held in the Blue Bear
restaurant in Bratislava. In the beginning, Filip Gulan
with Corwin dealt with green buildings which are
designed, built, operated, and used in a sustainable way,
reflecting into higher comfort and value of the property.
In the next presentation, architect Pokorný with Pokorny
architekti s.r.o. dealt with wooden high-rise buildings
and sustainability. To the end of the breakfast, we heard
a presentation of city planner Adrián Gubčo, who made
us think about hot the climate change changes the
architecture and city planning. As part of the business
breakfast, there was a panel discussion hosted by
Vladimír Vondrák, focusing on the topic of New Trends
on the Residential Market.

Right Lighting, Ventilatio and Acoustics
in “Healthy Buildings”
During the second Green Business Breakfast of the
Green Building Week, experts discussed on right
lighting, ventilation and acoustics in “Healthy
Buildings”. Quoting Stanislav Darula with the Institute
for Constructions and Architecture with the Slovak
Academy of Sciences, people are sensitive to whether
the interior is well aired and lit by daylight. This
influences the health of people, regulates human
biorhythms, boosts their immune system, and supports
their internal organs. Alan Jackson with Helvar
introduced the topic of smart lighting and WELL
building certification system to the audience. Igor
Rozenberg with Elektrodesign ventilátory SK spoke
about the necessity of maintaining quality of the air in
our houses. At the end of the breakfast, Lukáš Zelema
with the Construction Faculty of the STU spoke about
how the company approaches noise and spatial
acoustics.
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Green Business Seminar
The SKGBC and the Slovak Innovation and Energy
Agency (SIEA) introduced the results of the international
project of INCI NZEB & EMMA at the specialised
seminar of “Successful Renewal of School Building”,
which took place in the beginning of October in
Bratislava. The objective of the event was to introduce
recommendations of the study of sample deep renewal
of a school building. The first lecture introduced
solutions which may significantly improve the quality of
the interior environment of an elementary school and
allow it to move to the direction of energy efficiency.
The second lecture dealt with European financial
support of building renewal, and various forms of
support of energy efficiency and use of renewable
energy sources. The third presentation focused on the
overall quality of interior environment in schools.
Experts from VELUX presented their experience. The
fourth lecturer was Jakub Dvorák with the Vienna atelier
of PPAG architects, introducing inspiring examples of
social schools in Austria and Germany.

The seminar was designed for representatives of
schools, self-governed regions, the public sector, as well
as private companies, architects, building designers,
construction company managers, builders and
renovation executors, material producer, energy
producers and suppliers, energy auditors, energy service
providers, and consultation and counselling companies.
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Green Business Tour
Aspern Seestadt
In mid-June, we invited the SKGBC members to a tour of
an exceptional city planning project of Aspern Seestadt
in Vienna, which is one of the largest innovative
urbanism Smart City projects in Europe. At present, a
quarter of the total area of the ambitious project is
already erected. The project won the Property
Management Award of 2018. During the all-day trip
with 42 of our members, representatives of companies
participating in the construction of the ambitious
project presented a complex perspective of “the town in
the town”, we had a look into the Technologiezenter,
and made ourselves familiar with the architecture and
operation of two interesting buildings.

Extension of the ZKW Slovakia plant in
Krušovice
Another trip was linked with presentation of the
premises at the occasion of extension of the ZKW
Slovakia plant in Krušovice in the beginning of
November. During the all-day trip, the representatives
of companies participating in the project presented the
quality and beneficial construction technologies of the
project, saving energy and protecting the environment.
We learn how a small company became a leader on the
market with its own modern development center. When
designing the buildings, they applied ECODESIGN
standards. We were surprised to learn they acquired the
A0 energy certificate, which is a rare thing in industrial
buildings.
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Conference: Sustainability in Architecture and Construction
In April, EUROSTAV publishing house organised a
conference of Sustainability in Architecture and
Construction for the ninth time in a row (for the sixth
time in a row in cooperation with SKGBC), focusing on
search of new ways in adapting buildings to climate
changes. The conference welcomed more than 170
participants, among them architects, building designers,
and other experts in architecture and construction. As
usually, next to Slovak sustainable architecture experts,
also significant experts from abroad presented their
designs, trends and approach to sustainable architecture.
The conference was organised under the patronage of
the Ministry of Transport and Construction of the SR.
The first block was dedicated to sustainable city
planning and was opened by the climatologist Jozef
Pecho. In his presentation, he dealt with the climate
changes and the results thereof for buildings in
Slovakia.
Zsombor Barta, CEO of SPACEFOR and
President of the Hungarian Green Building Council, had
an inspiring speech on sustainability in terms of built-up
areas. The final presentation of the block was that of
Slawomír Szpunar from Poland, the international
marketing director with Saint-Gobain. He presented the
Multi Comfort Saint-Gobain project, which offers
solutions for sustainable, user-friendly and cost-efficient
buildings.

Milan Janák with the partner company of Building
Simulations continued and spoke about integrated
planning in the BREEAM, LEED and WELL certification
processes. Architect Martin Stohl with HB Reavis
presented the view of HB Reavis as a developer on
creating healthy interior environment and explained the
reasons why to invest into healthy sustainable buildings
and what their approach was. Klára Bukolská, architect
with Velux, used sample housing examples to
demonstrate how to reduce costs and achieve modern
and healthy interior environment. The next speaker was
Gabriel Bekö from Denmark, who presented interested
knowledge from research on the relationship between
the building interior environment and the users living in
it.

The second block dealt with healthy interior
environment. It was opened by Sarah Welton from the
USA. In her presentation, she focused on the next
version of WELL, which is more flexible for current
buildings. Then, a presentation of David Leonard from
the UK followed. He spoke of certification system, of
how BREEAM allows the transformation of construction
industry towards sustainability and of development of
certification schemes in the context of new challenges.
In his presentation, Marek Kremeň with Exergy
presented a new trend and certification which
significantly change the perception of buildings and user
environments.
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The third block was about healthy and sustainable
examples from abroad and home. Architect Ján
Musikoswki spoke about his experience when projecting
and constructing the Futurium Berlin complex, which
won the German sustainability award. Architekt Adam
Cifra with DELTA Projektconsult spoke of the Ekom
office building project in Piešťany, as its design and
space solution focuses on creating healthy and
comfortable space for company employees. Then, Matúš
Buček with Reinoo and Samuel Sůra with Salvis
followed, who presented the Poštová Offices project in
Žilina. This remarkable project with many innovations
will become the first LEED v4 certified project in
Slovakia. Architect Kirsten Haggart from the UK spoke
of projects using wooden constructions. She mentioned
the revolutionary building of Murray Grove, which is the
first high-rise wooden building in the world. She worked
on it, as well. The conference was concluded by the
presentation of architect Jakub Dvorak with the Vienna
atelier of PPAG architects.

This atelier has been focusing on apartment buildings
and planning of schools in the last years.

VISIO 2020
The main event of the gala following the specialised
international
conference
of
Sustainability
in
Architecture and Construction was announcing the
winner of the VISIO 2020 award of the EUROSTAV
magazine. It is an award for a significant act in
sustainable architecture and construction over the year.
The jury members were Robert Špaček, Pavol Kukura,
Jana Pančíková, and Darina Lalíková and they decided to
grant the VISIO 2020 award for 2018/2019 to the
renovation of Poštová offices in Žilina. The public vote
award was granted to HB Reavis, the developer and
investor of the Twin City Tower building, in particular,
for high quality of the interior and for sustainable
solution of the tower.
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STUDENT EVENTS

The end of the Green Building Week was dominated by
the secondary school student sustainability festival of
Green Day, which took place in the lecture hall of the
Management Institute of the STU in Bratislava.
The goal of the programme is to increase the
awareness of protection of environment and motivate
the public to participate in activities related to the
protection of environment and sustainability. The host
of the programme was Ladislav Miko, youtuber known
as “Zlý Zajo”.
Róbert Holý with Slovak Electricity Company presented
global warming and possible solutions to 630
secondary school students. During his presentation
named Odyssey Earth, he opened various topics related
to electricity, energy sources and related issues. He
believes the solution are low-carbon energy sources,
like nuclear, water, solar or wind electricity plants.
Peter Varmuža with Yeme came to support the event,
as his company has its own zero-waste recycling
centre. They are able to recycle as much as 70% of the
store waste. They also do not use oil plastic, but biodegradable packaging.

As part of the programme, there was the introduction of
the education project and contest for secondary school
students named “Sustainability Ambassadors”. The
competing teams work in the SOLVED virtual platform.
It is a simulation of real work environment. The basic
electromobility principles and a practical demonstration
of how the electric car and electrocharger work by
Rastislav Žembery with ZSE Drive were an interested
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addition to the programme. SCCD (Slovak Centre for
Communication and Development) introduced a drama
show called A Good Place to Live. Students used an
entertaining and interactive way to present a complex
and important topic of global living. They presented the
terminology of sustainable living to young people using
familiar situations from their everyday lives. The
students could visit information stands of WWFPanda
Organisation, SCCD, ZSE - electrocharger, Autopolis –
electric car Hyundai, Daphne, and Naturpack, offering a
variety of interesting activities.
The School for Extraordinary Children and Grammar
School in Bratislava got an air conditioning system
from Climaport. Ladislav Sára Grammar School in
Bratislava got ten sensors for interior air quality
monitoring from HB Reavis. The winner of the third
prize - a trip to Energoland from Slovenské elektrárne was the P. G. Frassati Church Secondary Specialised
Electro-Technical School in Bratislava.
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Sustainability Ambassadors - Grand Announcement
In the presence of the vice-dean of the Faculty of
Architecture, Ing. Michal Brašeň, ArtD, and other
esteemed guests from the academic and business
spheres, we presented the Sustainability Ambassadors
for 2018/2019 in May at the Green Business Club. The
topic was Green Renovation of School. The goal of the
Sustainability Ambassadors programme, focusing on
the specialised education of students, is to present the
topic of sustainability in construction to the students,
to present the potential employers and aspects of
teamwork in real work environment.
The pilot project was conducted at 4 secondary schools
in Bratislava from September 2018 to May 2019.
Aecondary Specialised Electro-Technical School
Zochova 9, Bratislava), Ladislav Novomeský Grammar
School (Tomášikova 2, Bratislava), Secondary
Specialised Construction and Geodesist School
(Drieňova 35, Bratislava), Secondary Specialised School
(Ivánska cesta 21, Bratislava).
As part of the Green Renovation of School competition,
4 teams were established. Each of them consisted of 8
students (2 students of each of the participating
secondary school). During the competitions, there was
an introductory workshop to point the students towards
successful preparation of their final presentation.
Students, teachers and presenters participated at the
workshop.

During three weeks, the students worked on mini
assignments with commentaries from the presenters.
The mini assignments led the students to acquiring a
great amount of information on their presentation topic:
Green Renovation of School. In the fourth week, the
students prepared their presentation. All the teams
focused on one school building – secondary school in
Drieňová street. The school representatives provided
the necessary documents to prepare their project. The
winners were announced after the final presentation in
the virtual platform. The presenters assessed the work
in line with the instructions of specialised facilitators.
The solutions were designed in the SOLVED virtual
platform.
We thank our partners:
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PARTNERSHIPS AND PROJECTS
Next to the events organised by the SKGBC, last year, we cooperated at significant events organised by our partners in the role of presenters, or specialised and media partner. This way, the SKGBC presented green buildings at the
following events:

Real Estate and Development 2019
Bratislava Real Estate Forum, Bratislava
Property Forum, Bratislava
HR 2019, Bratislava
Building Smart Cities and Regions, Bratislava
SmartHead Sustainability Summit 2019
Construction Conference, Pezinok
Techfórum 2020, Nitra

The SKGBC has been active in promoting green buildings and sustainable construction by means of its projects:
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SMARTER

DELIVER project

The goal of the international initiative of SMARTER
Finance for Families is increasing the volume of
investments to environmentally and socially responsible
residential projects by means of the “green mortgage
loans”. Next to the Slovak Green Building Council, the
project members are 16 specialised organisations
focusing on sustainable buildings and green energy in
Europe. The consortium has been successful in a
Horizon 2020 grant from the European Commission,
allowing it to implement or expand the programme in
twelve countries: Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria,
Czech Republic, Greece, Georgia, Ireland, Poland,
Romania, Slovakia, Italy, Turkey, and Ukraine. We
prepared three various brochures for the public,
investors, developers, and banks.

The main goal of the 5-year project of DELIVER is to
align the activities on reduction of climate change
impacts and adjusting to the impacts on the life of
housing estates. Preparing a strategic document for
reducing climate change impacts and adjusting to them
and specific measurements which may be implemented
on buildings and in open spaces. In 2019, the SKGBC
was part of a work group consisting of experts in
climate change issues, and a counselling body of other
projects. (http://odolnesidliska.sk/)

The SKGBC is active in legislation, in particular, by
means of the Buildings for Future platform, of which it
is a founding member.
The recent Buildings for Future activities are:

Sustainability Ambassadors
The goal of the Sustainability Ambassadors
programme, focusing on the specialised education of
students, is to present the topic of sustainability in
construction to the students, to present the potential
employers and aspects of teamwork in real work
environment. In the school year of 2019/2020, we were
able to expand the programme in the regions. We
contacted hundreds of secondary school students in
Bratislava, Nitra, and Košice. In Nitra, the project was
supported by mayor Marek Hattas.

Approximately 100 meetings with the
representatives of the European Commission, Office of
the European Commission in Slovakia, ministers, state
secretaries, mayors, political party representatives,
municipality representatives, with interest associations,
companies, experts, and others.
Commenting on the Act on Energy Economy of
Buildings, Act on Construction, Act on Zoning, Act on
Trade with Emissions, Act on Energy Poverty, change of
the Operational Programme of Environment Quality
and Integrated National Energy and Climate Plan, and
the respective decrees.
Preparing two new studies on the current
strategic topics, public meaning surveys on renovation
of houses, and a legal analysis on inspecting energy
certificates. Presenting the ideas of Buildings for Future
at 20 events with hundreds of participants.
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ECONOMIC RESULTS FOR 2019
Income
The SKGBC had income mainly from membership fees,
grant projects, and sponsorship donations. Membership
fees represent 52% of the total SKGBC income,
amounting to 46,974 euros. The membership fee is
being calculated pro rata. The grant project income has
amounted to 16,522 euros. The rest of the income are
sponsorship donations and other SKGBC activities,
amounting to 23,401 euros, as well as the 2% tax
subsidy in the amount of 3,703 euros. The total income
was 90,600 euros.

SKGBC income in 2019
4%

26%

52%

18%

SKGBC expenses in 2019
5.1%
15.2%

membership fees

grant projects

sponsorship

2% of taxes

Expenses
46.5%

16.2%

17.2%

personnel expenses

grant expenses

events

operation of secretariat

membership fees in other organisations

The total expenses of 95,618 euros were made mainly
from personnel expenses for the secretariat, amounting
to 44,239 euros. Grant project expenses (SMARTER,
Sustainability Ambassadors and EU GUGLE) amounted
to 16,333 euros. Events organised in 2019 were a
significant expense, amounting to 15,300 euros. 14,746
euros were used to run the office. As the founding
member of the Buildings for Future platform, the
SKGBC paid the annual membership fee of 5,000
euros.
The economic result of SKGBC for 1.1.2019 to
31.12.2019 is – 5,018 euros. The current account
statement was 50.677 euros by the end of the fiscal
year.
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BOARD

TEAM MEMBERS

Pavol Kukura

Hana Ovesná

Chairman of Board
CEO of TAW

Executive
Director director@oskgbc.org

Peter Robl

Petra Gibalová

Vice Chairman of Board
Public Affairs Manager
of KNAUF INSULATION

Rastislav Badalík
Member of Board and Treasurer
CEO of Teichmann & Compagnons
Property Networks Slovakia

Event Manager
events@skgbc.org

Ingrid Kubovčíková
Office Manager
office@skgbc.org

Marek Kremeň
Member of Board
CEO of EXERGY

Pavol Praženica
Member of Board
Business Manager of SIEMENS

Róbert Ruňanin

CONTACT DETAILS
SLOVAK GREEN BUILDING COUNCIL
Vajnorská 8/A
831 04 Bratislava
Phone No.: + 421 918 513 102
web: www.skgbc.org

Member of Board
Business Director of ENGIE Services

Martin Stohl
Member of Board
Sustainability & Wellbeing Specialist
of HB Reavis
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OUR SECTOR IS IMPORTANT
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FOR ACHIEVING GLOBAL GOALS

-------------
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Green
buildings may
improve health
and wellbeing
of people

Designing green
Green building
buildings may
Green buildings
may use
stir up innovation
produce
renewable
and support
less emissions,
energy sources
infrastructure
helping fighting
to reduce
which is resilient
the climate
operational costs
to the climate
change
change

------
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--

Green buildings
use
“circle” principles
which do not
waste resources

--

--

--

--

--

-

Green buildings
are
By building
the backbone of Green buildings green buildings,
sustainable cities
we create strong
may improve
and global
biodiversity, save
partnership
water and
protect forests
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SKGBC IN THE MEDIA
May 2019
Projects at Nové Nivy by HB Reavis winning specialised awards
prservis.sk
The first polystyrene with “ECO certificate” in Slovakia archinfo.sk
BRF: Office space market in Q1 2019 kancelarie.sk
Healthy houses - approach in line with nature asopiseurostav.sk

June 2019
It has been decided! Landererova 12 will seat the European
Labour Agency (ELA) prservis.sk
SKGBC awarded young ambassadors kancelarie.sk
SKGBC awarded young ambassadors sostar.sk
Sustainability Ambassadors competition results cbenergy.info
Sustainability Ambassadors stav-geo.edupage.org

July 2019
SKGBC awarded young ambassadors kancelarie.sk
ENGIE cooperating with students at the Sustainability
Ambassadors project engie.sk
SKGBC awarded young sustainability ambassadors asb.sk
Sustainability Ambassadors project glnt.edupage.org

September 2019
The end of September will be green in Slovakia
casopiseurostav.sk
Slovak Green Building Council invites you to its Green Building
Week bpb.sk
School Renovation casopiseurostav.sk
Green Building Week in Slovakia kancelárie.sk
Green Building Week in Slovakia engineering.sk
9Th annual Green Building Week sapi.sk
Green Building Week tvjoj.sk/ranne spravy
Green Building Week 2019 komarch.sk
Green Building Week svet-komunikacie.sk
Green Building Week introduces the way of ecological housing
enviroportal.sk
Green Building Week introduces the way of ecological
housing dobrenoviny.sk
The Green Building Week starts in Slovakia today abc-byvanie.sk
The 9th annual Green Building Week in Slovakia has begun
bakurier.sk
Green Building Week in Slovakia asb.sk
Bratislava goes green euractiv.sk
Green Building Week in Slovakia rtvs.sk
Climaport is an active and reliable partner climaport.sk

October 2019
Climaport - Sustainability Ambassador carrier-eshop.sk
Sustainable and ecological architecture and construction časopis
TREND, tlač

We make greener buildings PROFIT magazine, print

November 2019
Green buildings: right lighting, ventilation and acoustics
kancelarie.sk
Where will new jobs emerge? In smart towns and regions
TREND magazine, print
Healthy interior environment, TREND magazine, print
Healthy interior environment improves the performance and
reduces fluctuation, TREND magazine, print

December 2019
Better place for business? Green and health buildings are in
etrend.sk
Better place for business? Try green and healthy buildings
TREND magazine, print
Innovations in construction materials and technologies, TREND
magazine, print

January 2020
Green buildings are in in Slovakia. What are their benefits?
finweb.hnonline.sk
SKGBC celebrating 9th anniversary on the Slovak market abs.sk
Congratulations! 9Th anniversary of SKGBC svet-komunikacie.sk
Discussion about Manifest 2020 at the 9th anniversary of
SKGBC iepd.sk
We think about the environment and build smart
polacekpartners.sk

February 2020
Sustainability in Architecture and Construction 2020 archinfo.sk
Preparing students for real work with sustainable
buildings pasivnidomy.cz

March 2020
Slovakia needs modern building, say experts to the new
government teraz.sk
Sustainability in Architecture and Construction 2020 Eurostav
3/2020
Energy Economy of Buildings from the perspective of a private
developer Eurostav, special 03/2020
Carbon Neutrality Is A Challenge for the Construction Business
Hospodárske noviny, print
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